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• Bird’s-eye-view grid

• Efficient sensor fusion

• Real-time computation

• Models uncertainty

• No confidence thresholding

Contribution
● Incorporate contextual information to Dynamic Occupancy 

Grid Maps that relies on vehicle semantics and map 
● Predict vehicle semantic grids that can be evaluated 

against ground truth annotations.

Vehicle Semantic labels Grid fixed to world frame

Qualitative Results

The prediction architecture  takes inspiration from both     
video prediction and conditional variational approach.

DOGM with semantic labels and raster map features are fed 
to spatio-temporal and the probabilistic blocks to capture the 

evolution of the scene and predict a sequence of future 
vehicle semantic grids. 

Ablation study on adding information to DOGM. We report 
mean values of IoU and AUC over 2.5s prediction horizon.
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● The addition of semantic labels plays a significant role in 
improving the prediction results.

● Superior ability to predict both static and dynamic vehicles 
in the scene. 

● For future work, we envision fusion of semantic labels in 
the DOGM grid generation and prediction of other agents.

Vehicle

Challenges in motion forecasting:
• Uncertainty in sensor data

• Multiple feasible futures

• Complex behavior of agents

But, conventional Occupancy Grid Maps (OGMs) predictions 
struggle with retaining dynamic vehicles in the scene and 
suffer from subjective choice of evaluation (MSE, IS).

Experiments are conducted on 
Nuscenes dataset with grid 
dimension of 60x60m. For 
training, the grid images are 
resized to 256x256 pixels. In 
total, dataset has 3,499 
training and 750 validation 
sequences.
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